Abstract. We consider the problem of allocating bandwidth to competing flows in an MPLS network, subject to constraints on fairness, efficiency, and administrative complexity. The aggregate traffic between a source and a destination, called a flow, is mapped to label switched paths (LSPs) across the network. Each flow is assigned a preferred ('primary') LSP, but traffic may be sent to other ('secondary') LSPs. Within this context, we define objectives for traffic engineering, such as fairness, efficiency, and preferred flow assignment to the primary LSP of a flow ('Primary Path First', PPF). We propose a distributed, feedbackbased multipath routing algorithm that attempts to apply additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) to implement our traffic engineering objectives. The new algorithm is referred to as multipath-AIMD. We use ns-2 simulations to illustrate the fairness criteria and PPF property of our multipath-AIMD scheme in an MPLS network.
Introduction
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [20] has offered new opportunities for improving Internet services through traffic engineering. An important aspect of traffic engineering, defined as "that aspect of Internet network engineering dealing with the issue of performance evaluation and performance optimization of operational IP networks" [4] , is the allocation of network resources to satisfy an aggregate measure of the demand for services and to obtain better network utilization. MPLS, in conjunction with path establishment protocols such as CR-LDP [2] or RSVP-TE [8] , makes it possible for network engineers to set up dedicated label switched paths (LSPs) with reserved bandwidth for the purpose of optimally distributing traffic across a given network. Figure 1 illustrates an MPLS network, where all traffic across the network is accounted for by a set of source/destination pairs, called flows, and multiple LSPs are in place for accommodating the demand for service. We consider a multipath routing scenario where sources can make use of multiple LSPs. For each source, one LSP is assigned as the primary path, and other LSPs can be used as secondary paths. We consider sets of sources where each source can use all primary paths of the other sources as its secondary paths. While Figure 1 presents a general view of an MPLS network, we concentrate in this paper on a simplified model, as illustrated in Figure 2 . To begin, we assume that there are N sources and N LSPs, each serving as the primary path associated with exactly one source. In this context, the traffic engineering problem is the assignment of traffic of a flow to the primary path and the secondary paths, in such a way that a given set of traffic engineering objectives is satisfied. While a centralized solution to the given problem is quite straightforward, we strive to find distributed mechanisms for traffic engineering without central control. Specifically, we investigate if and to which degree binary feedback schemes and rate control schemes, such as, additive increase/multiplicative decrease (AIMD) [5, 6, [10] [11] [12] 19] , can be used to achieve traffic engineering objectives.
Recently, considerable effort has been invested into scalable mechanisms for providing differentiated services in the Internet. For example, in [7] , Elwalid et al. presented a multi-path adaptive traffic engineering mechanism, called MATE, designed for MPLS networks where several explicit LSPs have been established between ingress and egress nodes. MATE is intended to work for traffic that does not require bandwidth reservation and seeks to distribute traffic across the LSPs by dynamically adjusting the rate on each ingress node. The relationships between end-to-end congestion control and fairness are established in [9, 14, 15, 17, 18, 21] . The network model adopted in these papers supposes that all sources are greedy and each source sends traffic through a single path or a dedicated set of paths, and fairness is characterized by means of a social welfare-type optimization objective. These models generally give rise to differential equations that characterize the behavior of AIMD and AIPD 3 congestion control schemes.
Different from most of the related work on fairness and binary feedback, we consider sources as being either greedy or non-greedy. A source is greedy if it always has traffic backlogged. A non-greedy source has an upper bound on the desired sending rate. Moreover, we model LSPs as being either pooled or owned. In the owned case, each LSP gives high priority to the source for which the path is primary, and any remaining capacity is available to be shared equally among the remaining sources. In the pooled case, primary paths do not give priority to their respective sources.
In this paper, we propose congestion control mechanisms for dynamically adjusting the rates of all sources. In contrast to [9, 14, 15, 17, 18, 21] , in an effort to minimize overhead and processing complexity, we only employ binary feedback mechanisms in adjusting flow rates. The feedback mechanisms we have developed seek to address the following traffic engineering characteristics.
Efficiency. An allocation of network resources is said to be efficient if either all resources are completely consumed while the network is overloaded or all sources are completely satisfied while the network is underloaded.
Fairness. The appropriate notion of fairness for MPLS traffic engineering varies with the nature of sources (greedy vs. non-greedy) and LSPs (pooled vs. owned). In Section 2, we formally define the corresponding fairness criteria for each case, based on the notion of fair-share resource allocation in [3] . With N greedy sources and N pooled resources, it is easy to prove the equivalence between our definition and the minimum potential delay fairness from [16, 18] . However, our fairness definitions are constructive, providing an easier way to characterize and achieve fair allocations than through the solution of nonlinear optimization models.
Primary Path First Property. While routing along multiple paths is an opportunity we seek to exploit, there are drawbacks associated with multi-path routing, such as overhead associated with label distribution, additional state information, classification, and potential out-of-sequence delivery. To address these issues, we formulate a traffic engineering objective that seeks to minimize the amount of traffic sent over secondary paths. We introduce a novel criteria for network performance, called the Primary Path First (PPF) property. Generally speaking, PPF refers to the desire to have each source exploit available capacity on secondary paths, but to refrain from using the secondary paths whenever possible. We make this notion precise in Section 3. The PPF property reflects that, given multiple feasible rate assignments to primary and secondary paths that satisfy fairness and efficiency criteria, the preferred assignment is the one that sends the most traffic of a source on the primary path of that source.
Distributed Implementation. We seek to provide efficient, fair, and PPF allocations of network resources using simple distributed algorithms. Distributed mechanisms, which operate mainly on local state information, are preferred as they minimize network overhead and retain scalability. In Section 4, we describe a distributed scheme which allocates flow to resources in a fashion reminiscent of AIMD in [13] . In some cases, global information and coordination are required for specific goals such as PPF.
Stability and Convergence. Traffic engineering mechanisms, such as those we seek to develop in this paper, often suffer from potential instability and oscillations within the network. We seek to prevent this type of behavior by requiring incremental adjustments to the flow allocations specified by our algorithms. However, in this paper we do not offer a formal proof of stability or convergence properties. This paper makes two contributions. First, we introduce notions of fairness for MPLS traffic engineering, and we show how the AIMD algorithm of [13] can be extended, in a distributed fashion, to achieve fair allocations of network resources. We call the enhanced AIMD algorithm multipath-AIMD. Next, we introduce the PPF criterion which seeks to limit the administrative complexity associated with multipath-routing, by concentrating traffic on a designated LSP.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines notions of fairness for both pooled and owned resources. Section 3 defines and analyzes the PPF criterion. Section 4 presents AIMD algorithms which experimentally converge to fair allocations of network capacity and suggests modifications to the AIMD schemes for achieving a PPF assignment of resources. Section 5 presents ns-2 simulation results, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Fairness Criteria
We consider a network of LSPs which correspond to the simplified model of Figure 2 .
In this model, there are N traffic sources and N LSPs.
At any time, each source i = 1 : : : N has a load of i ( i 0) , which is the maximum desired sending rate of the source. If the traffic demand from source i is i = 1, we say that the source is greedy. 4 Each LSP i = 1 : : : N has a maximum transmission capacity of B i . LSP i is the primary path associated with source i, and all other LSPs are secondary paths with respect to source i. We use i to denote the actual allocation of bandwidth to source i. The rate allocation consists of the allocation on the primary path and the secondary paths.
We distinguish two different allocation schemes for assigning bandwidth on the LSPs to sources: -Owned Resources: Each source may consume the entire capacity of its primary path, i.e., B i , and, in addition, it can obtain unused bandwidth on its secondary paths.
-Pooled Resources:
The aggregate capacity on all LSPs, i.e., P N i=1 B i , is distributed across all sources, without regard to the capacity on primary paths.
The fairness criteria for networks with owned and pooled resources are specified in the following definition. Figure 2 
Definition 1. Given a network as shown in
If case b) holds, we say that the rate allocation is saturating. According to this definition, a rate allocation is fair if sources with low bandwidth requirements are fully satisfied while sources with high requirements obtain a fair share of the capacity according to the given fairness criteria. With pooled resources, the fair allocation to a given source depends only on the rate requirement of the source and the total capacity of all resources. With owned resources, the fair rate allocation takes into consideration the capacity B i on the primary path of source i.
As we will discuss below, rate allocations for a network with pooled and owned resources that are fair and satisfy the respective fairness criteria are uniquely defined (with respect to the values of i ). Further, assuming knowledge of the load of all sources and the bandwidth of all LSPs, the rate allocations can be effectively constructed. Later in this paper, we attempt to achieve the desired rate allocations in a distributed fashion via a feedback loop, and without explicit knowledge of the traffic load of the sources.
Pooled Resources
The rate allocation distributes the aggregate capacity from all LSPs across all sources, regardless of the available capacity on the primary path of a source. Hence, the aggregate capacity on all LSPs can be thought of as a single pool of resources. We refer to p as the fair share of this rate allocation. The fair share p in a network with pooled resources is given by p = 8 < :
where U = fj j j < p g and O = fj j j p g:
One can think of U as the set of 'underloaded' sources that can satisfy their bandwidth demands, and of O as the set of 'overloaded' sources. Then, the fair rate allocation is obtained by subtracting the bandwidth demand from underloaded sources, and then dividing the remainder by the number of overloaded sources. If the total demand is less than the total available capacity, i.e.,
then all sources are underloaded and p = 1. In the special case where all sources are greedy, i.e. i = 1 for all i = 1 : : : N , we have U = and i = p = P N i=1 B i =N for all i.
Efficiency of this rate allocation can be verified by inspection. A proof of the efficiency and the uniqueness of this rate allocation is given in [3] , which specifies a rate allocation for a shared bus metropolitan area network.
We can construct p as follows. Assume, without loss of generality, that the sources are ordered according to the generated load, that is, i j for i < j . Selectk has the largest index k (1 k N) which satisfies
Then, we can determine the fair share p by p = 8 < :
Owned Resources
Here, each source may consume all of the capacity on its primary path and, in addition, a fair share of the remaining unused capacity on all secondary paths. Hence, since each source can always consume all the resources on its primary path, the capacity of the primary path can be thought of as being 'owned' by the source. For the fairness definition, we distinguish between flows that use the entire bandwidth on the primary path and those that do not: U = fj j j < B j g andÕ = fj j j B j g:
Thus, the total surplus capacity, which can be distributed to sources inÕ, amounts to 
The rate allocation is obtained via
Thus, a source either obtains enough bandwidth to satisfy its demand, or it obtains the resources on its primary path and a fair share of the surplus. If all sources are greedy, with owned resources, we haveŨ = , C 0 = 0 , U 0 = , o = 0 , and therefore i = B i for i = 1 : : : N .
As with pooled resources, the proofs in [3] can be used to establish the efficiency of the rate allocation. A value for o can be constructed as follows. Assume, without loss of generality, that the sources inÕ have index 1 2 : : : jÕj, and are ordered according to the generated load, that is, 0 i 0 j for i < j and i j 2Õ. Selectk as the largest index k (1 k j Oj) which satisfies
Then, we have 
The Primary Path First (PPF) Property
For each source, the fairness and efficiency criteria presented in the previous section make statements about the total rate allocation to a source, but ignore how traffic is split between the primary path and the secondary paths. From a traffic engineering perspective, a rate allocation that transmits more traffic on the primary paths is more attractive, since routing traffic on secondary paths increases the fraction of out-of-sequence delivered packets, leading to higher administrative complexity.
To prevent the multipath routing scheme from spreading traffic across all available paths [21] , we formulate an objective for our traffic engineering problem, which we call Primary Path First (PPF). PPF refers broadly to the desire to limit the consumption of secondary paths in the MPLS network. In this paper, we focus on an instantiation of PPF where we seek to minimize the total volume of flow assigned to secondary paths.
To make the notion of PPF precise, we refer to a source and its primary path as a source-path pair. An N N matrix M will be called a routing matrix if it describes the global assignment of path capacity to sources, i.e. M(i j) is the amount of traffic sent by source i to path j. Thus, the throughput for source i is i = P N j=1 M(i j), and the secondary traffic associated with source i is equal to P j6 =i M(i j). The definition of an assignment of traffic that minimizes the total volume of flow assigned to secondary paths is as follows.
Definition 2.
Given a saturating rate allocation f( i i ) : i = 1 : : : N g, a routing matrix M is said to be PPF-optimal if it solves the following linear program. min With these cases in mind, we can devise a procedure that reduces the total amount of traffic sent on secondary paths without altering the total rate allocation i of any source i. Suppose the rate allocation is saturating and we identify a chain which satisfies the condition in Case 1. We can eliminate the chain, or at least cut the chain into two smaller chains, by setting for all s = 1 : : : k ; 1. By adjusting the routing matrix M in this fashion, the cycle disappears, and the total volume of secondary-path traffic is reduced. However, some new shorter chain might be created. By repeating the above steps of eliminating cycles and chains, we reduce the total volume of secondary traffic, and, eventually, obtain a routing matrix where no chains or cycles exist that satisfy the conditions of Case 1 or 2.
The following proposition shows that a necessary and sufficient condition for a routing matrix to be PPF-optimal is the absence of chains or cycles that satisfy the conditions of Cases 1 or 2. 
which, combined with Equation (12), implies that
Consequently, M is PPF-optimal with respect to the saturating rate allocation f( i i ) : i = 1 : : : N g. 
Multipath-AIMD
Additive-Increase Multiplicative-Decrease (AIMD) feedback algorithms are used extensively for flow and congestion control in computer networks [5, 6, 11, 10, 12, 19] and are widely held to be both efficient and fair in allocating traffic to network paths. These algorithms adjust the transmission rate of a sender based on feedback from the network following an additive increase/multiplicative decrease rule. If the network is free of congestion, the transmission rate of the sender is increased by a constant amount. If the network is congested, the transmission rate is reduced by an amount that is proportional to the current transmission rate. Note that in earlier instantiations of the AIMD rule the sending rate for a given source is adjusted as though only one path exists for end-to-end communication.
In this section, we generalize the AIMD rule to account for multiple paths between the sender and the receiver. The resulting algorithm, called multipath-AIMD, is intended to provide an efficient and fair mechanism for allocating bandwidth in an MPLS network. We assume that each LSP in the network periodically sends binary congestionstate information to all sources, similar to the DECbit scheme [12] . In the following, we develop two versions of the multipath-AIMD algorithm: basic multipath-AIMD (cf. Section 4.1) and multipath-AIMD with PPF correction (cf. Section 4.2). In the basic multipath-AIMD algorithm, each source uses the original AIMD rule to periodically adjust the rate at which it sends traffic along each LSP, providing a simple, distributed scheme for allocating network paths. Our simulation experiments indicate that the basic scheme is very robust, generally converging to an efficient and fair rate allocation within a reasonable interval of time. One undesirable feature associated with basic multipath-AIMD, especially in the case of greedy sources, is that it tends to allocate flow from all sources to all paths, completely ignoring the PPF criterion. Multipath-AIMD with PPF correction seeks to address this issue by modifying the AIMD adjustment on each LSP according to additional binary feedback information which informs sources of opportunities for reducing secondary path traffic.
Basic Multipath-AIMD
The basic multipath-AIMD algorithm consists of two parts: a feedback mechanism provided by the network and a rate adjustment mechanism implemented by the sources.
The feedback mechanism is similar to the DECbit scheme [12] . Each LSP j = 1 : : : N periodically sends messages to all sources containing a binary signal f j = f0 1g indicating its congestion state. Congestion is defined in terms of the capacity B j of LSP j: if the utilization of path j meets or exceeds B j , then the source will receive a signal f j = 1; otherwise the source receives a signal f j = 0. We assume that the source receives signals on the congestion state from each path at regular intervals of length LSP > 0 (a parameter), asynchronously with respect to all other paths.
The rate adjustment mechanism is based upon the original AIMD algorithm [13] with a slight modification to account for non-greedy sources. Each source updates its sending rates to all paths at regular intervals of length src > 0 (also a parameter), asynchronously with respect to all other sources. In this mechanism, the most recent feedback signals received and stored by a source are used in the rate adjustments. We usually set src = LSP so that a feedback signal is used by a source only one time. Let x ij denote the rate at which source i sends traffic to path j. The formula for the adjustment depends upon whether resources are pooled or owned, as follows. 
where k a > 0 and k r 2 (0 1] are the additive increase and multiplicative decrease parameters, respectively, and where f j is the latest congestion signal received for LSP j.
Owned Resources. There are two cases to consider. First, if the desired sending rate of source i does not exceed the capacity of its primary path, i.e. i B i , then it adjusts its rate to LSP i according to
Note that no flow is ever assigned from source i to any other LSP j 6 = i. For sources i that demand more than the capacity of their primary paths, i.e. i > B i , then, after receiving feedback signals from all paths, source i adjusts its sending rate according to
x ii minfx ii + k a B i g (18) and for j 6 = i (19) Thus, in the owned case, a source never sends traffic to secondary paths before it makes full use of its primary path. Moreover, the traffic sent from a source to its primary path is independent of traffic sent from other sources.
Multipath-AIMD with PPF Correction
In the case of owned paths, the basic multipath-AIMD algorithm requires all sources to consume first the capacity of their respective primary paths, and secondary paths are utilized only when the primary paths are insufficient to meet the desired sending rate. As a result, the basic multipath-AIMD algorithm automatically produces PPFoptimal routing matrices. However, this is not the case for pooled resource. Therefore, to enforce the PPF criterion for pooled resources, we develop an alternative algorithm, called multipath-AIMD with PPF correction.
As with the basic scheme, multipath-AIMD with PPF correction consists of a feedback mechanism and a rate adjustment mechanism. As before, multipath-AIMD with PPF correction takes binary feedback f j = f0 1g from all LSPs. However, in this case, extra feedback information is required to allow the sources to coordinate in attempting to reduce the total volume of secondary traffic. Each source i = 1 : : : N periodically sends messages to all other sources containing a binary (routing) vector m i = (m i1 : : : m iN ), where m ij = 1 if source i is currently sending traffic to LSP j, and m ij = 0 otherwise. Each source i retains the routing vector m j associated with all other sources and uses this information to modify the basic AIMD update of Equation (16) . Each source transmits its routing vector at regular intervals of length P P F > 0 (a parameter), asynchronously with respect to all other sources.
The rate adjustment mechanism for multipath-AIMD with PPF correction includes all of the rate adjustments from the basic scheme (i.e. updates of the type in Equation (16)) plus extra adjustments based on routing vector information received from the other sources. In particular, after each basic multipath-AIMD rate adjustment, each source i will engage in a PPF correction step as follows.
x ij ( maxfx ij ; K 0g if P l6 =i m li > 0 x ij otherwise, (20) x ii x ii + X j6 =i minfK x ij g (21) where K > 0 is the additive PPF correction parameter. Thus, if source i is making use of the secondary LSP j 6 = i and if LSP i is receiving secondary flow from some other source, then source i will reduce traffic on the secondary LSP j by K and, at the same time, increase its traffic to the primary LSP i by K.
Equations (20) and (21) have the effect of reducing flow along chains or cycles of source-path pairs with unnecessary secondary path flow. In fact, the PPF correction is inspired from the secondary path reduction scheme discussed in Section 3, which involves breaking chains or cycles of source-path pairs that satisfy either Case 1 or 2 from Section 3. By reducing the total flow along each chain or cycle with unnecessary secondary path utilization, the PPF correction creates the opportunity for subsequent basic multipath-AIMD rate adjustments to modify the solution toward efficiency, fairness, and PPF-optimality. Unfortunately, while the PPF correction creates this opportunity, it does not represent a complete solution. The basic problem is that the PPF correction tends to push flow onto primary paths, interfering with the natural tendency of AIMD to arrive at a fair distribution of the load. In fact, the basic multipath-AIMD rate adjustment (see Equation (16)) and the PPF correction (see Equations (20)- (21)) tend to compete with one another as the system evolves to a final rate allocation. In practice, one must be careful in choosing values for k a k r and K. If K is large compared to k a and k r , then the PPF correction will dominate, and the resulting rate allocation will show low utilization on the secondary paths, but may also be quite far from the fairshare rate allocation. The simulation results in Section 5 illustrate this tradeoff.
Simulation Results
Here we present ns-2 [1] simulation results to evaluate multipath-AIMD as applied to an MPLS network with five sources and five LSPs. In Section 5.1 we present results for the basic multipath-AIMD algorithm, and in Section 5.2 we present results for the revised algorithm, multipath-AIMD with PPF correction. Our simulations indicate that (1) the basic algorithm achieves an efficient and fair allocation of capacities to sources, (2) the basic algorithm yields a PPF-optimal solution in the case of owned resources, and (3) the revised algorithm, multipath-AIMD with PPF correction, can reduce secondary path utilization in the pooled resources case at the expense of reduced fairness. Figure 4 shows the outcome from basic multipath-AIMD applied to the case of greedy sources and pooled resources. The plot shows the evolution of the throughput i achieved by each source i. Note that all sources converge within 90 seconds to a throughput of 36 Mpbs, the fair-share allocation for this case. We point out that the final routing matrix achieved by basic multipath-AIMD is not PPF-optimal. The total volume of secondary traffic in the final resource allocation (which is not shown in a graph) is 143.5 Mbps. This is much larger than the fair PPF-optimal allocation which requires only 18 Mbps of traffic on secondary paths. At time t = 80 sec, source 2 switches its desired sending rate from 2 = 30 Mbps to 50 Mbps. The theoretical fair-shares for all sources (before and after the switch) are shown in Table 1 , with results for both the pooled and user-owned cases. Figures 5  and 6 illustrate the evolution of the algorithm in terms of throughput achieved by each source. The results in Figure 5 apply to the case of pooled resources, whereas Figure 6 describes the outcome for owned resources. In both figures the throughput values for each source converge to the appropriate theoretic fair-share value listed in Table 1 , both before and after the switch in 2 at t = 80 sec. As before, the figures do not indicate the total volume of secondary traffic associated with the final routing matrices at t = 200 sec. It turns out that the final solution for the pooled resources is not PPFoptimal, with a total volume of secondary path traffic equals to 146.4 Mbps which is larger than the PPD-optimal value of 40 Mbps for the corresponding fair rate allocation for pooled resources. On the other hand, the final solution for the owned case is PPFoptimal, achieving the optimal secondary path utilization value of 40 Mbps for the fair allocation to owned resources.
Multipath-AIMD with PPF Correction
In this subsection, we present results from two experiments where we apply the revised algorithm, multipath-AIMD with PPF correction, to an MPLS network with non-greedy sources and pooled resources. In both experiments, the desired sending rates ( i j i = 1 : : : 5) are (10, 50, 50, 60, 30) Mbps, and the corresponding fair-share rate allocation appears under the "Final Scenario" heading in Table 1 . In Experiment 3, we set the PPF correction parameter K to a very small numerical value, K = :00001 Mbps, which, like basic multipath-AIMD, results in a fair but PPF-suboptimal routing matrix. In Experiment 4, we set the PPF correction parameter more aggressively, K = :01 Mbps, resulting in a final routing matrix which is PPF-optimal. Here, however, the corresponding rate allocation deviates from the fair-share rate allocation predicted in Table 1 . Figure 7 shows the evolution of throughput for each of the five sources. The network settles within 25 seconds to a rate allocation consistent with the predicted values in Table 1 . Figure 8 shows the total allocation of each source to secondary paths. Note that the final routing matrix results in 145.7 Mbps total secondary traffic, which is larger than the PPF-optimal value of 40 Mbps. Evidently, because K is so small, the PPF correction in this experiment does not have much impact in guiding the system to a PPF-optimal routing matrix. Figure 9 . We observe that the final rate allocation deviates from the predicted allocation from Table 1 , especially with regard to sources 2, 3, and 4. Thus, the PPF correction causes the system to evolve to an unfair distribution of path resources. On the other hand, the final routing matrix is PPF-optimal with respect to the final rate allocation. This can be seen in Figure 10 which shows the evolution of secondary traffic allocated by each of the five sources. Note that the final routing matrix involves a 40 Mbps total secondary traffic, which is PPF-optimal for the rate allocation given in Figure 9 .
Conclusions and Future Work
We have studied the problem of allocating LSP resources in an MPLS network. Our network model assumes that each traffic source has a primary path and may utilize the capacity of other, secondary, paths. We accommodate both greedy and non-greedy traffic sources and allow the capacity of each LSP to be considered as either a shared ("pooled") resource or as a resource "owned" by the corresponding traffic source.
With regard to the allocation of resources, we have defined fairness criteria based on the notion of fair-share allocation in [3] , with special consideration as to whether the resources are pooled or owned. In addition to the fairness criteria, we have also introduced a secondary objective, the PPF criterion, to be achieved in the final allocation of resources. The PPF criterion is defined with respect to a given throughput allocation as an optimization model where the objective is to minimize the total volume of traffic sent along secondary paths. We provide a characterization of the PPF solution in terms of the existence of secondary path chains and cycles, and in principle this provides an algorithm that can minimize the total volume of secondary path traffic without affecting the throughput of each source.
To achieve a fair and PPF-optimal rate allocation in a distributed fashion, we propose multipath-AIMD as an extension to the earlier work of [13] . Multipath-AIMD comes in two flavors: (1) basic multipath-AIMD, which seeks to provide a fair allocation of throughput to each source, without special consideration of the PPF criterion, and (2) multipath-AIMD with PPF correction, which augments the basic algorithm to reduce the volume of secondary path traffic. Both algorithms rely upon binary feedback information regarding the congestion state of each of the LSPs and, for the second version of the algorithm, a binary routing vector associated with each source. Simulation experiments with multipath-AIMD show that the basic algorithm converges to an efficient and fair allocation of resources and also yields a PPF-optimal solution in the case of owned resources. The revised algorithm, multipath-AIMD with PPF correction, can reduce secondary path utilization (for the pooled resources case) at the expense of fairness. From the perspective of Internet traffic engineering, multipath-AIMD seems to provide a practical mechanism for improving the utilization of LSP resources, while maintaining fairness and minimizing the complexity associated with multipath routing. This paper presents a step towards a definition of traffic engineering criteria for MPLS networks. While these initial results are promising, there are limitations to our model which must be addressed in subsequent research. First, we assume that all sources have access to all LSPs, which is clearly unrealistic in many networking contexts. This is more than an assumption of convenience, since the appropriate notion of fairness for the case where each source has access to a subset of the resources is somewhat unclear. A second limitation of our network model is that it assumes that the flows along LSPs do not interact. While it is possible to rationalize the simplified model of Figure 2 , future work in this area should address the full set of interactions possible in Figure 1 .
